
Outcomes:
This practical, half-day interactive training workshop will provide 
core EIA training that focuses on enhancing your understanding of 
significance, and how to provide efficient evidence of your findings  
so that you can improve quality, manage risk and stick to budget. 

The workshop will bring practitioners and planners together to share 
insights leading delegates to develop a deeper understanding of how 
the approach taken to defining and evaluation significance shapes the 
quality and costs of the EIA delivered.

Delegates will leave with:

 The ability to recognise the challenges around EIA significance  
 and the impact this has on assessment quality and value

 Enhanced understanding of the real-world barriers that hold  
 back improved performance and practical insight into how to  
 overcome them

 Practical advice and tips around improving their approach   
 to EIA significance that can be immediately applied    
 onto existing projects

Who should attend?
• Early to mid-career EIA 

/ environmental topic 
consultants, to provide 
practical training that builds 
upon your experience to date.

• Senior professionals seeking a 
refresher on EIA significance to 
help refresh their consultancies 
approach.

• Developers, planners and 
statutory consultees who are 
seeking insight into this crucial 
area of EIA practice.

The training course assumes 
all delegates have a working 
understanding of the EIA 
process, and so many not be 
suitable for absolute novices.

EIA Significance Training Course
with Josh Fothergill FIEMA, CEnv

Date:
May 16, in Manchester

To book your place call +44 (0)203 637 2191, email sales@environment-analyst.com, 
or visit www.environment-analyst.com/eia-significance

Prices
•  Premium members: £175
• Non-members: £225
• Group bookings: book 2 

delegate places and get 3rd 
delegate place free

£

Feedback from our London Training Course:
•	 ‘Detailed, measured approach and delivery - relevant and engaging’ 

- Dan Coles, HEO EIA and Land Rights Advisor, Planning Inspectorate

•	 ‘This is trusting information from a competent expert’  
- Jayne Oswald, Environmental Planner, Barton Willmore

•	 ‘Interactive, space for debate and sharing experiences’ - 
 Alberto Cassanoia, Senior Engineers, GB Card and Partners

•	 ‘Highlighted challenges and provided ideas to improve EIA’  
- Jill Hobbs, Environmental Consultant, Intertek


